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Diagnostic performance of volume and limited
oblique MRI of the anterior cruciate ligament
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formed. Patients requiring extra sequences, missed
by the radiography technicians, were recalled. The
MRI sequences were evaluated in a blinded fashion
by three radiologists, and compared to the knee
arthroscopy findings, with the normal ACL acting
as internal controls. The radiography technicians
performed additional ACL sequences in 63 patients
(27%); of these, 10 patients had a partial and 12 patients had a complete ACL tear. Only 2 patients
(0.6%) were recalled (one with a normal, and one
with a full thickness ACL tear).
Results: The filmed ACL evaluation for complete
tears and a normal ACL had a sensitivity of 100%,
specificity of 97.1% and accuracy of 97.3%, slightly
higher than evaluating on the monitor. Volume sequences had specificities and accuracies over 95%,
with good intraobserver reliability (Kappa 0.859,
95% CI 0.705-1.0). Experienced radiographers identified most cases requiring supplementary MRI ACL
sequences. An additional volume sequence was
beneficial when filmed. Use of the monitor can offer
some benefits. Limited oblique T1 sequence of the
intercondylar notch was unreliable.
KEY WORDS: ACL MRI, anterior cruciate ligament, knee
arthroscopy, MRI, volume sequences.
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Summary
Background: Many strategies have been used to
improve the visualisation of the ACL including
sagittal, coronal oblique sequences, and 3D volume
imaging. Nevertheless, the ACL may not always be
visualised.
Methods: Two hundred and thirty-one consecutive
patients (77 females; 154 males; average age 43.5,
range 18 to 82 years; 205 with chronic, 20 acute,
and 6 acute on chronic symptoms) underwent knee
arthroscopy for mechanical symptoms within a
week of MRI. After routine orthogonal sequences, if
general MRI radiographers, with over four years experience, were not able to identify the presence of
the ACL, then two 3D volume sequences and 2D
limited sagittal oblique T1 sequences were per-
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Introduction
Clinical evaluation for anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) is good in isolation, but more difficult in chronic
symptoms and is not as reliable in traumatic
haemarthrosis and acute locking 1 , whilst knee
arthroscopy is not without risk2. MRI is valuable for
diagnosis, allows appropriate surgical planning, with
previously unsuspected diagnoses in 33% and a
change in management in 63% of patients3. MRI has
a high diagnostic performance for complete ACL ruptures4. Many strategies have been used to improve
the visualisation of the ACL including sagittal, coronal
oblique sequences, and 3D volume imaging5-8. Nevertheless, the ACL may not always be visualised9-12
either for technical reasons or because it is ruptured
and absent. Partial tears are not obviously difficult to
identify 13-16, especially when chronic 16, on conventional MRI sequences. We hypothesised that general
MRI radiographers with over four years experience
could select abnormal ACLs and apply supplementary sequences appropriately. It would be wasteful to
apply supplementary sequences to all patients and
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the literature has not compared the additional sequences available. We assessed the radiographers
ability to apply further imaging. We compared, in a
double blind fashion, the diagnostic performance of
two volume sequences (DESS and FLASH) and a
limited oblique thin section T1 of the intercondylar
notch of the ACL with arthroscopy.

Method
All procedures were performed according to what described in Padulo et al.17. A previous study evaluating
the impact of MRI on the rate of knee arthroscopy performed for mechanical knee symptoms from 4.6.01 to
30.9.02 had a cohort of 231 patients who had knee MRI
and arthroscopy within a week18. They received standard clinical management18, with those patients with a
normal ACL acting as internal controls. The study received approval by the Local Ethics Committee, and all
patients gave written informed consent18. Patients were
excluded if an MRI or an arthroscopy of the affected
knee had been performed within the past 12 months, if
they had MRI contraindications, previous ACL surgery,
or if the patient did not undergo arthroscopy18. Patients
with a possible tumour, synovial disease, arthropathy or
multiple trauma, including dislocation of the knee or the
patella, were also excluded18. The three radiologists (a
radiology specialist registrar, and two musculoskeletal
radiologists of five and over 20 years experience) were
blind to each other’s evaluations, to the patients’ notes,
the trial data, and did not assess the patients clinically.
The findings of the three radiologists were compared to
the findings at arthroscopy, which was considered as
the gold standard for the diagnosis of a torn ACL. No
events which might have changed the diagnosis were
recorded in the week between MRI and arthroscopy relating to the knee.
All MR studies were performed using a 1T Magnetom
Impact Expert (Siemens Ltd, Siemens House, Bracknell, Oldbury, RG12 8FZ) with the dedicated knee coil.
The studies were imaged on films, and recorded and
saved on optical discs for subsequent evaluation on the

monitor. Each patient underwent an axial localiser,
sagittal T1 and gradient echo T2*, coronal STIR, and
axial fat suppressed dual echo, and subsequently the
data were reviewed in relation to the MRI evaluation of
the ACL. If no normal ACL was identified by the radiographer, additional sagittal sequences (3D DESS and
3D fat suppressed GE flash and limited oblique T1 of
the intercondylar notch) were performed, or the patients
were immediately recalled after review by one musculoskeletal radiology consultants. The six general MRI
radiographers each had over four years experience of
prescribing MRI sequences and identifying the normal
appearance of the ACL on routine sequences. The radiographers made and filmed the double oblique reconstructions of the ACL. The parameters for all the sequences are given in Table I. Each MRI sequence was
evaluated by one musculoskeletal radiologist and, if the
routine sequences of printed images did not reveal the
ACL, then the 3D DESS raw data on the monitor were
evaluated with double oblique reconstructions. A second musculoskeletal radiologist three years later independently evaluated only the volume sequences filmed
and, on the monitor, the double oblique reconstructions
(DESS 1.6 mm and FLASH 2 mm), without knowledge
of the findings on the other sequences and using those
patients with normal ACL as internal controls. The two
radiologists independently evaluated the conventional
filmed oblique 2D T1 sequences without any other sequences, all blinded to the previous evaluation, and to
the results of arthroscopy, 18 months after the initial
analysis, again using the normal ACL as internal controls.
The criteria to diagnose a complete tear of the ACL
were loss of continuity of the ACL with a relatively horizontal position, bowing or “hyperbuckled” posterior cruciate ligament4,8,9,19, and absence of the ACL. A partial
tear was diagnosed if there was abnormal intra-substance signal with some discernable ligament fibres, injury to only one ACL bundle, bowing or undulating contour of the ACL but with some preserved fibres.
The ACL was classified as normal if a continuous low
signal ligament was seen on the sagittal and coronal
sequences parallel to the intercondylar line. The re-

Table I. MRI sequence parameters.
Sequences

FOV

Matrix

TR

TE

FA

NEC

TI

Time

Thickness
(mm)

Sagittal T1

200

256x256

532

15

90°

2

-

2m28s

4

Sagittal T2*

200

241x256

608

18

20°

2

-

4m55s

4

Axial FS DE

220

190x256

3500

22/90

80°

2

-

4m29s

5

Coronal STIR

210

196x256

4300

30

180º

1

120

4m6s

4

Sagittal FS3D

180

168x256

58

11

40°

1

-

7m30s

2

Sagittal DESS

200

256x256

26.8

9

40°

1

-

4m49s

1.6

Oblique T1

220

224x256

400

15

90°

3

-

2m27s

3

Key: FOV: Field of view; TR: Time to Repetition; TE: Time to Excitation; FA:Flip angle; NEC: Acquisitions; TI: Time to inversion.
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sults were compared to the arthroscopy findings.
Variances between the radiologists were reviewed,
and a consensus reached.

Statistics
The intra- and inter-observer variations were calculated, and the kappa statistic determined. Sensitivity
and specificity, positive and negative predictive values were calculated for each strategy. Reliability was
measured using the Kappa statistics. This chancecorrected index of agreement has a value of zero
when agreement is no better than chance, and a
maximum of one when agreement is perfect. Interpretation was according to Shrout’s classification: a value of Kappa between 0 and 0.1 representing virtually
no agreement, 0.11-0.4 slight, 0.41-0.6 fair, 0.61-0.8
moderate, and 0.81-1 substantial agreement.

Results
All 231 patients had both MRI and arthroscopy18. There
were 154 males and 77 females, with an average age
of 43.5 years (range 18 to 82). Most had chronic symptoms (205 patients), and the remaining had acute (20
patients) or acute on chronic (6 patients) symptoms.
There were no posterior cruciate, medial collateral or
lateral collateral ligament tears in the cohort. There
were 22 (12 complete and 10 partial) ACL tears at
arthroscopy. One hundred and sixty-eight of 231 (73%)
patients were diagnosed as having a normal ACL
based on the judgement of the radiography technicians
at the time of scanning using the conventional MRI sequences, were normal at arthroscopy, and no further
imaging was performed. Sixty-three of 231 patients
(27%), two of whom were not initially selected by the
radiographers, had further ACL sequences, and were
recalled for further ACL sequences following review by
the first radiology consultant. The overall recall rate
was 0.6% (2/231): one patient had a normal knee at
arthroscopy, and the other had a complete ACL tear.
For the whole study, using all filmed sequences and including both partial and complete tears as a single category of ACL tear, the overall sensitivity was 86.4%,
specificity was 95.2%, and accuracy was 94.7% (Tab.
II). The results, when using the monitor, were 63.6,
95.7 and 93% respectively (Tab. II). The mis-characterisation of partial tears as complete and vice-versa adversely affected the diagnostic performance statistics,
even though, when an ACL lesion was present, the
ACL was correctly diagnosed as abnormal. If partial
ACL tears were excluded, then the sensitivity examining the actual films was 100%, specificity was 97.1%,
and accuracy was 97.3%.
Evaluation of filmed limited oblique T1 of the intercondylar notch alone
Complete data were available on 61 of the 63 patients who had additional sequences, which included
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21 of the 22 ACL tears. The two radiologists reported
the ACL as torn or normal (Tab. III). The agreement
between evaluators was slight (Tab. IV), with a Kappa of 0.42, and a wide 95% confidence interval of
0.211 to 0.628. The number of patients is relatively
small, but the results suggest that oblique films have
reasonable sensitivity but poor specificity, reasonable
inter-observer agreement, a low positive and high
negative predictive value.
Comparison of two different volume methods
Comparisons of FLASH and DESS sequences were
performed in the 37 of the 63 subjects in whom the
raw data discs allowed evaluation on the monitor.
The agreement between the volume methods evaluated on the monitor was good, with a Kappa of 0.859,
and a 95% confidence interval of 0.705 to 1.00. The
numbers are very small, because the original scanner
was decommissioned, and there were technical problems with the optical discs, nevertheless there was
good agreement between the two routine methods.

Discussion
The technical performance of MRI at locating the ACL
is high, when oblique sagittal slices at 20° (range 1030°) to the lateral femoral condyle20,21 show the ACL
throughout its length (35 x 10 mm) as a homogenous
black signal structure, running antero-medially (Fig.
1). Templates to prescribe the angle accurately22 or
supplementary sagittal6 or coronal oblique images6,11
may help in the evaluation of the ACL. This study
shows that when the ACL is clearly visible as a low
signal band parallel to the intercondylar line and on
the coronal view as two bundles in a fan shape or an
inverted ‘V’, extending from the tibial plateau to the
inner aspect of the lateral femoral condyle in the intercondylar notch, it is normal at arthroscopy, and
can be reliably identified by radiography technicians.
In this case, additional sequences can be avoided in
most MR examinations for mechanical knee symptoms.
MRI has a high reported diagnostic performance for
complete ACL tears, with pooled data reporting a
sensitivity of 89% (95% CI 0.86-0.92), specificity of
94% (0.93-0.96) and accuracy of 93% (0.02-0.94)3,
with the primary signs more sensitive than secondary
signs 8. ACL diagnosis hinges on being able to see
the ligament, but, because the ligament is not
straight, it is difficult to visualise it along its length.
Therefore, externally rotating the foot, and thus rotating the lower limb, is a way to try and help straighten
the ligament. Although Polly et al.23 reported a very
high accuracy of 97.3%, actually they excluded the
ACLs which they could not see, which meant that, for
technical reasons, some may not have been visible,
but some of them would have actually been ruptured;
hence, as many were excluded on this basis, their reported accuracy is questionable. Although our study
showed a relatively high sensitivity for complete ACL
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2016;6 (2):216-223
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Table II a. Evaluation of the filmed sequences (including volume sequences).
Arthroscopy
Rater 1

Partial

Complete

Normal

Total

Partial
Complete
Normal

1
6
3

0
12
0

0
0
199

1
28
202

10

12

209

231

Rater 1

Tear

Normal

Tear
Normal

19
3

10
199

29
202

22

209

231

Rater

Sensitivity

95% CI

Specificity

95% CI

2
1

0.727
0.864

0.518-0.868
0.667-0.953

0.919
0.952

0.874-0.949
0.914-0.974

Table II b. Evaluation of sequences on the monitor.
Arthroscopy
Rater 1

Partial

Complete

Normal

Total

Partial
Complete
Normal

1
3
6

0
10
2

3
6
200

4
19
208

10

12

209

231

Arthroscopy
Rater 1

Partial

Normal

Total

Partial tear
Normal

14
8

9
200

23
208

22

209

231

Rater

Sensitivity

95% CI

Specificity

95% CI

2
1

0.556
0.636

0.337-0.754
0.430-0.803

0.976
0.957

0.945-0.990
0.920-0.977

tears using the limited oblique T1 Spin Echo (SE) sequence, the lower specificity resulted from non-visualisation of a small number of intact ACL at
Table III. Limited intercondylar notch oblique T1 weighted
Spin Echo sequence compared to Arthroscopy for two
readers (The film for one ACL tear and one normal ACL
were missing, hence the total is 61 not 63).
Limited
Oblique T1

Arthroscopy
Tear

Total

Normal

Rater

1

3

1

3

1

3

Tear

20

19

26

19

46

38

Normal

1

2

14

21

15

23

Total

21

40

61
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arthroscopy. Poor visualisation of the normal ACL is a
recognised problem in 5-10%22 and up to 22% of patients 23, and in these patients extra sequences are
likely to be of benefit. Barry et al. evaluated the different imaging patterns of ACL injury with non-visualisation as the main pattern in 18% of knees24, with the
lowest positive predictive value (82%) ascribed to
poor positioning and volume averaging of the ligament (4-5 mm T1 and T2 SE). However, absence of
an identifiable ACL in general correlated well with
surgically confirmed ACL tears, and the 3D sequence
was accurate in the identification of a normal ACL. In
our study, non-visualisation on the 3D reconstruction
produced six false positives, possibly consequent to
the loss of fat signal on the sequences used, reducing the contrast. The spatial resolution of coronal
STIR sequences is also less than a SE or GE T2.
One of our “false positive” patients from non-visualisation underwent ACL reconstruction four months lat-
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Table IV. Inter-observer variation in reading limited oblique T1 weighted sequence.
Rater

3

1

Sensitivity (95% CI)

0.905

(0.771-0.973)

0.952

(0.773-0.992)

Specificity (95% CI)

0.525

(0.375-0.671)

0.350

(0.221-0.505)

PPV (95% CI)

0.500

(0.348-0.652)

0.435

(0.302-0.578)

NPV (95% CI)

0.913

(0.732-0.976)

0.933

(0.702-0.988)

a

b

Figure 1. Normal appearance of the ACL on DESS.
a) Coronal STIR shows the typical inverted ‘V’ appearance of the ACL (black arrows) surrounded by a small amount of fluid.
b) Sagittal DESS shows the fluid as bright white line on T2 weighting (black arrow), but T1 shows normal anatomy, so the
ACL is of low signal and intact. The cartilage visualised as different to the fluid.

er, possibly a false negative arthroscopy. However, at
review, we noted a diffuse increase in signal and enlargement, possibly contusion or haemorrhage without a complete tear. Alternatively, degeneration or
macroscopic twisting of the diverging bundles or ligament degeneration in our older cohort may contribute
to non visualisation25.
The accuracy of MRI in chronic ACL tears is lower
than in acute ones26. Hence, volume sequences, producing ultra-thin slices with reduced partial volume
effect increase the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy
and positive predictive value8,27. Reeder et al., using
absence of an identifiable ACL, ACL laxity or discontinuity and bowing or hyperflexion of the posterior
cruciate ligament as criteria, found the sensitivity and
specificity of T1SE 3 mm interleaved sections to be
82 and 95% respectively 8. A 3D Fast Imaging with
Steady State Precession (FISP) sequence with 1.5
mm sections inexplicably reduced the sensitivity to
64%, but increased specificity to 100%, and they recommended using both sequences. Although counter
intuitive, it is akin to our finding that the double
oblique reconstructions made from the 3D volume
had a higher diagnostic impact when reviewed printed on film than on the monitor. This is of particular
relevance now that filmless systems predominate.
Mori et al.7 used 3D GE 1.5 mm slices (0.5T) on potential chronic partial ACL compared to arthroscopy.
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A partial tear was correctly diagnosed in 81.3%
(13/16), and complete tear in 92.9% (65/70) of chronic tears. Heron et al. 28 used 3D FESS sagittal and
coronal, that is Z, planes in 100 patients, with 20
complete and 3 partial tears at arthroscopy, 3 false
positive and 2 false negative complete tears, and one
true positive, one false positive and one false negative partial tears. Fitzgerald et al.6 reported that improved accuracy of the ACL diagnosis by volume
three orthogonal planes and obliques, but the present
study has not shown any improvement in accuracy
when reconstructing the ACL from one 3D sequence
on the monitor. Our patients with limited oblique T1
sequences had a reasonable sensitivity but poor
specificity, positive predictive value and intra-observer agreement.
The diagnosis of partial ACL tears in our patients was
low, as reported in the literature12-15,29-31 (Fig. 2). In
our cohort, six of the 10 partial ACL tears were diagnosed as complete. Chen et al.13, using 2D sagittal,
coronal T1 and T2SE in chronic ACL tears, showed
that a straight and tight ACL fibre implied a partial
rather than complete tear. An empty notch or a wavy
ACL were usually complete tears. In acute injuries, a
focal increase in signal within the ACL favoured a diagnosis of a partial tear13. Umans et al., in a selected
group, found that sensitivity for partial tears with different readers ranged from 40 to 75%, and specificity

Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2016;6 (2):216-223
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a

b

Figure 2. Arthroscopy showed a partial tear of the ACL.
a) Coronal STIR shows high signal in a component of the anteromedial bundle of the ACL. b) Sagittal double oblique DESS
showed only one ACL bundle.

from 62 to 89%16. Lawrence et al. reported only 11%
agreement between MR and arthroscopy for partial
tears using volume sequences15.
The diagnosis of partial ACL tear is confounded by
their relative rarity and lack of consensus regarding
arthroscopic definition, as in one of our false negative
complete ACL tears on MRI appeared to be intact
and oedematous on consensus review (Fig. 3). There
may be a group of patients with partial ACL tears at
arthroscopy who have an apparently intact ACL on
MR because of the synovial covering (commonly
names ligamentum mucosum) which also appears
firm on probing at arthroscopy. Fast compared to
conventional spin echo sequences, at 2T, show an
improvement in diagnosing partial, but not complete,
ACL tears32,33, but these very high field 2T magnets
are expensive and not widely in use.
Our hypothesis that the thin slices and reduced volume
averaging of volume sequences would improve the
performance statistics over limited oblique T1 sequence is confirmed. The volume sequences allowed
these 1.6 mm DESS or 2 mm FLASH reconstructions,
whilst the oblique T1 slices could only be performed at
3 mm, so some of our differences may arise from the
slice thickness, not the sequence. However, our results do not confirm the additional benefit from making
double oblique reconstructions on the monitor.
The limitations of the present study include the relatively small number tears, particularly partial ACL
tears, with selection bias of using only the cohort who
the radiographers thought abnormal being evaluated
by all the MRI supplementary sequences. To truly
evaluate the sequences against arthroscopy, all patients should have had all the sequence, but time and
financial constraints prevented this. Our cohort was
composed of older patients with predominantly chronic mechanical symptoms, which may also explain the
relatively high number of partial tears18. To determine
the diagnostic performance of an MRI sequence of
the ACL, ideally would need injured ligaments, not a
cohort with mechanical symptoms as the ones we
studied. The small number of tears precluded formal
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2016;6 (2):216-223

Figure 3. Arthroscopy showed a complete tear. On imaging, the ACL was oedematous but intact on both 3D, but
rather horizontal. The limited oblique T1 of the ACL was diagnosed as a complete ACL tear.

further analysis of individual features, and are reflected in the wide confidence intervals. The small number of tears meant that the radiology consultants may
have remembered the findings and lead to the long
intervals between each evaluation. Unfortunately,
when the MRI scanner was decommissioned, rereading the optical discs on the later model proved
unexpectedly problematic. The study would have
benefited from all the radiologists undertaking all
parts of the evaluation.
In conclusion, this study formally evaluated the interobserver reliability of assessing the ACL with double
oblique reconstructions for a DESS, FLASH 3D volume, or limited oblique thin section T1’s, compared to
arthroscopy. The addition of a volume sequence by
the unsupervised MRI radiographer was helpful in
evaluation of the ACL, and did not lead to over scan-
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ning with few recalls. It did not matter which volume
sequence was used, as the diagnostic performance
of both was high, with good inter-observer reliability,
but limited oblique T1 was not reliable. Experienced
radiographers identified most cases requiring supplementary MRI ACL sequences. An additional volume
sequence was beneficial when filmed, but limited
oblique T1 sequence of the intercondylar notch is unreliable.
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